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Abstract
Dialect synthesis is a challenging area of research and contrasts
the synthesis of standard varieties not only as to the non stan-
dard nature of dialects but also in collecting proper data. In this
paper we describe a diphthong interpolation and phone map-
ping based method that can be used to synthesize a new di-
alect with an existing dialect model of a similar dialect. The
method only uses transcriptions of original dialect data, which
are then mapped onto the phones in the model. We improve the
basic mapping model further by transferring prosodic features
such as original duration and F0. In addition to prosody transfer
we want to investigate, if interpolation between two diphthong
parts can substitute satisfactorily a missing phone in the target
dialect. The methods are applied to two South-Bavarian dialects
from Tyrol in Austria.
Index Terms: dialect, interpolation, prosody

1. Introduction
The collection of proper data for dialect synthesis is a time con-
suming task, due to the non-standard nature of dialects. As there
is no standard orthography for dialects it is difficult to record
dialect data as well as control a synthesizer through dialect in-
put. Dialect speech synthesis is necessary for realizing different
personas in spoken dialog systems since the perception of lan-
guage variety (sociolect, dialect, accent) influences our evalua-
tion of speaker’s attributes (competence, intelligence, friendli-
ness, etc.). These “dialect” personas are interesting for applica-
tions domains like regional information systems and computer
games.

As we already showed in [1] dialect prosody has a posi-
tive influence on the authenticity of synthesized speech. In this
paper, we extend the phone mapping method from [1] to two
new target dialects and focus our modeling on diphthongs that
are present in the target dialects but do not exist in the acous-
tic model. Therefore we investigate how interpolation between
two diphthong parts can improve the synthesized output. With
our methods we aim to synthesize a dialect of which no proper
training corpus is available by using a trained acoustic Hidden-
Markov-Model (HMM) of a similar dialect.

As our target dialects, we chose two dialects of Tyrol, the
dialect of Schönwies (SWS), which is located in the political
district of Landeck and Kelchsau (KLS), which belongs to the
political district of Kitzbühel. The HMM for the source di-
alect was trained on data of the dialect of Innervillgraten (IVG)
[2]. IVG presents the ideal source language, since it shares the
super-ordinate dialect group (South Bavarian) with both SWS
and KLS, and therefore also shares a similar phone set. Al-
though KLS is a member of the South Central Bavarian and

SWS of the Bavarian Alemannic transition zone, due to the
physical proximity to IVG we expect a beneficial commonal-
ity in their phone sets. We aim to use the similarity of these
dialects to realize an authentic synthesized output for both the
SWS and KLS dialects. Concerning the phone mapping, each
SWS and KLS phone is separately mapped to a correspond-
ing IVG phone, which defines a context-free mapping between
the phone sets. The mapping is created manually but can in
principle also be derived automatically with a vector distance
approach, if phones are defined by feature vectors.

The phone sets of SWS and KLS were extracted via a short
section of a longer recording. A total of only 20 utterances of
authentic dialect speakers each from SWS and KLS were tran-
scribed and were also used as test sentences for the synthesizer.
For the evaluation we synthesized four different versions of the
test sentences. The first sample is fully synthesized (Syn), the
second is the basic synthesis with the interpolation (Syn+diph).
The third sample includes the original SWS or KLS speaker’s
duration as well as the interpolation (Syn+diph+dur). The
fourth version also includes the original speaker’s segment du-
ration and F0 (Syn+diph+dur+F0) along with the interpolation.

To evaluate the quality and the authenticity of the synthe-
sized dialect, we distributed an online survey to the regions
where SWS and KLS are located, reaching thereby only listen-
ers who are familiar with Tyrolean dialects. With our approach,
we achieve the synthesis of SWS and KLS exclusively by us-
ing the already created synthesis system for IVG and a phone
mapping between SWS/KLS and IVG. By these means, we can
prepare the ground for further studies and experiments involv-
ing poorly digitized dialects.

Previous work on the synthesis of language varieties inves-
tigated HMM-based synthesis of the modern Hanoi dialect [3],
Austrian dialects [2], lexicon learning techniques with a smaller
lexicon available for bootstrapping [4], data selection and front-
end construction for different languages, varieties and speaking
styles [5], and phoneme-to-phoneme conversion for converting
pronunciations between American, British and South African
English accents [6]. Voice model interpolation was applied in
HMM-based synthesis for speaker interpolation [7], emotional
speech synthesis [8], emphasis of foreign accent [9], interpola-
tion of accented English within a reactive HMM-based synthe-
sis system [10], and supervised interpolation between phoneti-
cally different dialects [11]. Prosody transfer was investigated
for modeling of Swiss French accent [12].
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2. Corpora
2.1. Dialects of Schönwies – Innervillgraten – Kelchsau

Both SWS and KLS belong to the South Bavarian dialect group,
the same accounts for IVG. It must be stressed, however, that
SWS as well as KLS are located within transition zones - SWS
in the Bavarian Alemannic transition zone and KLS in the South
Central Bavarian transition zone. In this sense they lack some
South Bavarian dialect features. Examples of South Bavarian
dialect features are the preservation of the postvocalic /l/ in
South Bavarian in contrast to its vocalization in Central Bava-
rian (in KLS it is already vocalized) as well as the preservation
of the distinction between standard and Middle High German
(MHG) <t> and <d> in contrast to its coincidence via leni-
sation in Central Bavarian. Other characteristics of South Ba-
varian include the realization of falling diphthongs for MHG
<ê, ô, œ> (e.g., [grO5

“
s] for groß, “big”) and the occurrence

of [kX] or [kh] for Germanic k. A typical dialect feature for
the Tyrolean area shared with most Alemannic dialects is the
palatalization of /s/ [13].

2.2. Data collection

As mentioned above, we decided that dialects from the same
dialect group as IVG would benefit the experiment because of
the expected overlaps in their phone sets. For this contribution
data from three different corpora was used. The IVG, SWS,
and KLS data was collected separately and within different time
spans.

For the IVG corpus ten dialect speakers, gender bal-
anced, were recruited. The recordings consisted of sponta-
neous speech, reading tasks, picture naming tasks, and trans-
lation tasks from Standard Austrian German (SAG) into the di-
alect. From these recordings, 660 phonetically balanced sen-
tences were selected and a phone set was created for the IVG di-
alect. For the recording of the 660 phonetically balanced dialect
sentences both the audio and the orthographic script, based on
Standard German, of the samples to be collected were presented
to the dialect speakers, who were then asked to repeat the indi-
vidual samples in the IVG dialect. In addition, these speakers
also read a corpus of SAG sentences. The speaker selection and
recording process for IVG has been described in detail in [2]. A
phone set for IVG was then created using this data, consisting
of 82 phones. In this paper we use the data from the male IVG
speaker LSC. 656 IVG dialect sentences were recorded from
this speaker.

Sound samples were recorded at 44100 Hz, 16 bits/sample.
The training process was also performed using these specifica-
tions. Cutting and selection was performed manually. Noise
cancellation and volume normalization were applied to the
recordings. Synthesized samples used in the evaluation were
also volume normalized. A 5 ms frame shift was used for
the extraction of 40-dimensional mel-cepstral features, funda-
mental frequency and 25-dimensional band-limited aperiodic-
ity [14] measures. Speaker-dependent models were trained for
the evaluations using the HSMM-based speech synthesis sys-
tem published by the EMIME project [15].

The data used for SWS and KLS was collected by the FWF-
project “German in Austria” [16]. Both for SWS and KLS four
speakers were recorded, in each case two NORM/Fs (= non mo-
bile, old rural males / females) and two young professionals
(= speakers younger than 25, lacking upper-secondary educa-
tion, born and working within the area). For the purpose of
the present paper two informants, one NORM in SWS and one

male young professional in KLS, were selected. The recordings
consisted of picture naming tasks and translation tasks from
SAG into base dialect. The answers were elicited through a
dialect survey by the same trained interviewer. In total 542
items were collected in each recording session which lasted
up to 5 hours, sound samples were recorded at 44100 Hz, 16
bits/sample. From the translation tasks 20 sentences containing
various diphthongs were chosen for the synthesis. These 20 sen-
tences were then phonetically transcribed in IPA and SAMPA
and manually segmented on the phone level with STx [17] and
Praat [18].

3. Phone Mapping
The examined 20 sentences of both SWS and KLS allowed us
to extract a small phone set for each dialect. On the basis of the
phonetic transcription of 20 sentences, we determined 76 SWS
and 57 KLS phones. The comparison between IVG and SWS,
as well as IVG and KLS showed that 30% (n=22) of SWS’ and
30% (n=17) of KLS’ phone set are also included in the source
dialect’s phone set. The target dialects’ phones without an exact
match in the source dialect’s phone set were manually assigned
to the most similar in the IVG phone set. Figure 1 illustrates
the overlap between the source dialect IVG and both target di-
alects SWS and KLS. In the case of vowels, the mapped phone
must be in a similar location of constriction and must not differ
in more than two distinctive features (quality, dorsality, height,
or roundedness) from the SWS/KLS vowel. For example, the
close-mid front rounded vowel [ø] was mapped to the open-
mid front vowel [œ], differing only in quality. As most of the
mapped phones are diphthongs which differ in terms of tense-
ness from the IVG phones, we decided to map diphthongs in
a similar way to vowels. For the IVG equivalents, we chose
IVG diphthongs with the highest agreement in constriction lo-
cation and the distinctive features mentioned above. By this
approach, we could map 9 diphthongs, but some sounds still re-
mained without a proper IVG counterpart. Since several diph-
thongs could not be mapped satisfactorily, we decided to inter-
polate between those parts. Tables 1 and 2 present the mapped
phones, grey rows indicate interpolation. It has to be noted,
that these tables only present the phones of the data which were
subjectively evaluated by listeners, hence they do not include
all mapped phones.

Table 1: KLS mapping.
“∗” signifies phone con-
catenation.

KLS IVG
Ĩ I

E@
“

E5
“I5

“
i5
“u5

“
u ∗ 5

U@
“

U ∗ @
U5
“

U ∗ 5
X KX

K G
z s
V v

Table 2: SWS mapping.
“∗” signifies phone con-
catenation.

SWS IVG
K G
X KX

I5
“

i5
“u5

“
u ∗ 5

U5
“

U ∗ 5
UI
“

Ui
“AU

“
A ∗ U

V v

4. Synthesis
For synthesizing the four different versions of our prompts, the
phonetic transcription of the KLS and SWS utterances were
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Figure 1: Overlap of SWS-IVG-KLS phone sets

transformed into phonetic transcriptions of IVG utterances us-
ing the mapping process described in Section 3. The mapped
phones are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. This phonetic tran-
scription which also contains syllable and word boundaries, was
then transformed into full-context labels that can be used with
the HMM-based synthesis system. The whole process emulates
the function of a speech synthesis front-end that performs text
normalization and Letter-to-Sound (LTS) conversion.

5. Prosody transfer
The process of prosody transfer is done in the same way as in
our previous paper [1] and is only described shortly here. Using
the full context labels and a speaker dependent voice of the IVG
speaker LSC that we have developed, we synthesize the first set
of prompts for the speaker KLS and SWS. The second set of
prompts uses the phone duration information from the original
KLS and SWS speakers.

As a third test set we additionally used the original
speaker’s F0 values during synthesis, where we modified the
SWS and KLS speaker’s original F0 curves F0orig as follows:

F0syn dur f0 = F0orig + (

∑
F0syn dur

N
−

∑
F0orig
N

). (1)

N is the number of F0 values, e.g., frames in the utterance, i.e.,
this adaptation was done on the utterance level. F0orig is the
original F0 trajectory. F0syn dur is the synthesized F0 trajec-
tory with original durations. Additionally, we used the voicing
decision from the synthesized F0 curve.

The F0 algorithm was applied to only take over the F0
dynamics from the original speaker and to keep the F0 range
within the range of the synthetic speaker, such that the compar-
ison of synthesized samples is easier.

6. Diphthong modeling
In addition to the phone mapping and prosody transfer we also
used diphthong modeling in this paper. As can be seen in Table
1 and 2 there are several diphthongs in the KLS and SWS va-
riety that do not exist in the IVG variety that was used for the
acoustic model. To be able to synthesize these diphthongs we
applied two methods.
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Figure 2: Diphthong interpolation between phone [u] and [5]
to generate diphthong [u5

“
]. Coloring indicates the weight of

the node given by the interpolation.

6.1. Diphthong splitting

In the first method we split up the diphthong in KLS or SWS
into two phones in IVG. The duration of the diphthong from was
evenly distributed to the two mapped phones. A disadvantage of
this method is that we synthesize a diphthong from two phones
that have different right (for the first phone) and left (for the
second phone) contexts. In this way we are not able to correctly
model the transition from the first to the second phone that is
happening in a diphthong.

6.2. Diphthong interpolation

To be able to better model the transition from the first to the
second phone in the diphthong we implemented diphthong in-
terpolation. The process of diphthong interpolation is shown in
Figure 2 for two 5-state HMMs for the phones [u] and [5].

For the first two emitting states of the interpolated phone
we only use the information of the first phone (interpolation
ratio α = 1.0), for the third state we use an interpolation of the
first and second phone (interpolation ratio α = 0.5), and for the
last two states we use only the second phone (interpolation ratio
α = 0.0). In this way we do not use the two rightmost states of
the first phone and the two leftmost states of the second phone,
both being trained in inadequate contexts for the diphthong.

Mel-cepstral, F0, and aperiodicity parameters are interpo-
lated linearly with

µ = αµ1 + (1− α)µ2 (2)

σ2 = α2σ2
1 + (1− α)2σ2

2 (3)

being the formulas for interpolated mean µ and variance
σ2 parameters of normally distributed random variables respec-
tively. For the duration interpolation the mean values µ1 and µ2

are just added up to take into account the fact that we have no
information on the diphthong duration and that diphthongs are
normally longer than the monophthongs from which we con-
struct them here.

The interpolation always happens within the context of an
utterance. For the interpolation we first construct two phonetic
input sequences where the first one contains the first phone of
the diphthong and the second contains the second phone of the
diphthong. These two sequences can be generated using the
phone mapping from Section 3. Table 3 shows the two input
sequences. The algorithm then looks for the differences in the
input sequences and then applies the interpolation shown in Fig-
ure 2 to the 2 different models, the model for [u] and [5] in the
[X st] context in this example.
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Table 3: Phonetic input/output sequences of interpolation.

KLS orth. Lauf so schnell du kannst.
KLS phon. input 1 lAf s@ Snœ d

˚
U Xust

KLS phon. input 2 lAf s@ Snœ d
˚
U X5st

KLS phon. output lAf s@ Snœ d
˚
U Xu5

“
st

7. Evaluation
For the subjective evaluation we used four different synthesis
methods:

1. Syn - For this method only the phone mapping was used
and synthesis was done from speaker-dependent HMMs.
Diphthong splitting was used for diphthong modeling.

2. Syn+diph - This method used diphthong interpolation as
described in Section 6.2.

3. Syn+diph+dur - This method also used prosody transfer
with the duration from the original speech samples.

4. Syn+diph+dur+F0 - This method also used the original
F0 values.

We did not include methods with prosody transfer that do
not use diphthong interpolation, since these methods were al-
ready evaluated for a different dialect previously [1].

The synthesized output for SWS and KLS was evaluated
separately. For the SWS evaluation we had 7 (5 ♀, 2 ♂) listeners
in total, 6 from the administrative district Landeck, 1 from the
political district Innsbruck-Land in the province Tyrol, Austria.
The KLS output was evaluated by a total of 21 listeners (9 ♀, 12
♂), 17 from the political districts Kitzbühel, 2 from Kufstein,
and 1 each from Landeck and Imst.

For the evaluation an online survey was set up with [19].
The evaluation consisted of a pairwise comparison of the differ-
ent synthesis methods. For the subjective evaluation we chose
4 out of the 20 test sentences from the SWS and KLS cor-
pus1. These utterances were then synthesized in each of the
four methods, hence making 4 ∗ 4 = 24 samples for KLS and
SWS. Considering 6 possible combinations of the 4 methods,
we presented the listeners with 24 pairwise comparisons, where
they were asked to choose the better sample.

Figure 3 shows the result of the pair-wise comparison. Ac-
cording to a Wilcoxon rank sum test significant differences
can be found between the methods Syn and Syn+diph+dur+F0
for SWS and between Syn and Syn+diph+dur+F0 as well as
Syn+diph and Syn+diph+dur+F0 for KLS. These results show
that the basic synthesis method with phone mapping and diph-
thong splitting (Syn) achieves a reasonable modeling of diph-
thongs and duration, since there are no significant differences
between Syn, Syn+diph, and Syn+diph+dur.

8. Discussion
Although this result might be disappointing from a purely
speech synthesis point of view it is interesting from a dialec-
tological viewpoint. Combined with our previous results on
phone mapping and prosody transfer experiments for a differ-
ent Austrian dialect (STY) [1] where we saw significant im-
provements by using the original duration, we can conclude that
prosodic features have either different prominence for different

1The samples used in the listening test can be found on https:
//speech.kfs.oeaw.ac.at/dialektsynssw10/
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Figure 3: Results of pairwise comparison.

dialects or that the temporal organization patterns are an impor-
tant feature of dialect proximity, since IVG is closer to KLS and
SWS, than to STY. It also seems that the correct modeling of F0
patterns is of utmost importance for realistic dialect modeling.

Concerning diphthong interpolation we did not see an im-
provement with the dialects KLS and SWS, but it still may be
a useful technique for dialect pairs that have a larger set of dif-
ferent diphthongs. Furthermore we see that the basic diphthong
modeling method can achieve a reasonable accuracy of diph-
thongs, although diphthongs are thought as being a salient fea-
ture of KLS and SWS dialects.

9. Conclusion
In this paper we showed how diphthong interpolation, phone
mapping and prosodic transfer can be used for the synthesis of
a new dialect of which only symbolic phonetic input is avail-
able. In the pairwise comparison task we found a significant
difference of some models to the model that uses original dura-
tion and F0 (Syn+diph+dur+F0). This shows us that the base-
line model works reasonably well in terms of duration modeling
and modeling of diphthongs for the dialects of KLS and SWS,
although we also see dialect-specific results concerning dura-
tion modeling of other dialects from previous studies.

We also showed how speech synthesis can be used as a tool
in dialectology to investigate questions concerning prosodic dis-
tance between dialects. Our experiments show that either KLS
and SWS are close to IVG in terms of durational patterns, or
these patterns are less important for KLS and SWS.

The developed methods allow us to build a full moderate
quality synthesizer for a new dialect without any speech training
data of that dialect.
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